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Steel Reign
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The band came together in 2003 with
the goal keeping the music we grew up
with alive and kickin'... with a slight
alternative twist. Founders Maiman and
Green met through their mutual
interests of music and football, actually
“meeting” online on the Steelers.com
message board and chat room. They met ST AT S
face to face for the first time, after
Pl ays
“talking” for several years through the a Vis it s
fore mentioned forums, in August of 1,696
289
2003 at the Steelers training camp Str ea ms
Dow nlo ad s
facilities where they were able to
20
combine their love for the Pittsburgh 269
Steelers by day and music by night, Fe atu re d So ng s
drawing in the occasional passerby as
they jammed at their room’s entryway
Seeing Red
(and once in a while making a sleeping
neighbor pissed enough to call the front
Can You Hear Me
desk). Baros was brought on a short
Scream
time later. He has been a life long friend
of Maiman’s and although the years
since high school have separated them
by miles, they have not separated them
as friends. Newest member, Gene
Sisson, moved in next door to Maiman
and, because the band was looking for
another Guitarist (and sometimes
Keyboardist), he was brought on board.
During the summer, Friday night
backyard jam sessions have now become
routine.
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It has been a slow process because the
band members live so far apart,
Maiman in Illinois, Green in
Pennsylvania and Baros in Wisconsin.
To this point, everything recorded has
been done via the internet.
The band released its first single in
2007. It was met with minor internet
success but stirred their creative juices
enough to keep trying to move forward.
Three years later, the group has been
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Three years later, the group has been
hanging tough but with no real forward
movement and Drummer Scott Baros
has become seriously ill and unable to
perform.
Bassist Maiman and Guitarist Green
continue to get together once a year in
Latrobe PA to collaborate on new ideas
and to get in some much needed
jamming.
Recently, the band has started looking
for another drummer to fill the void left
by Baros’ illness and stand out Scott
Person, though young, has gotten their
attention. No decisions have been made
thus far, but it appears that the band
may be able to take that next step
forward soon if things work out.
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